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From the Manager’s Desk…CoM matters, course cans, alcohol on course
RULE of the month…coloured stakes, taking relief on the 14th
From the Captain…practice range, bunker care (important read)
Commercial Activities…sponsor golf days, new sponsors
A WORD FROM THE GIRLS…Southern Shield, Nomads, clinics
FROM COURSE SUB COMMITTEE…rain, drainage, paths, greens, practice fairway
PLEASE HELP…WITH THE MAINTENANCE OF YOUR GOLF COURSE

A note from the President…David Schomburgk

July and August have been very busy times yet again and made a little more complex than usual
by yet further changes to the Covid 19 restrictions placed on the operation of our hospitality
functions. Nonetheless we are now back to providing a full service for the bar and bistro and it is
pleasing to see the level of support from both members and the local community.
One of the more significant projects being undertaken in recent years has been the updating of
the Club Constitution and until now the Committee has been unable to form any specific
recommendations to go the members. I am pleased to say that after a number of years we are
now in a position where a draft of the revised constitution will soon be circulated to members for
comment. This has not been an easy task and I would certainly like to thank the sub committee
who have been dealing with this work. While Constitutions for sporting clubs are generally not
considered exciting they are extremely important in setting the framework under which the club
can operate and it is important that they reflect up to date business practices and allow for the
use of new technologies. I encourage all members to have a read of the draft when it is
circulated and would encourage any feedback. It is our intention to take a final
recommendation to the AGM that is scheduled to be held in November.
While Covid 19 meant that we were forced to temporarily cease operations of our bistro and vary
the operations of our bar it also gave us the opportunity to conduct a thorough review of those
operations. I would like to thank the South Adelaide Football Club for their assistance with this
task and particularly their Commercial Operations Manager, Peter Apostolopoulos who carried out
the review.

(continued next page)

Main Club Sponsor…

(A note from the President…continued)
Peter has extensive industry experience having worked as general Manager of a number hotels /
pubs and as Group Operations Manager of the SANFL’s catering business. The Committee of
Management is currently considering a range of recommendations made in the review with a view
to implementing some or all of them in the near future. Our Food and Beverage operations are a
significant part of the clubs income and the CoM is keen to talk with any member who have skills
and expertise in this area and may be willing to stand for the Committee at the next election. If
you have those skills and are interested (or can be persuaded) then please contact either me
directly or have a chat with our Manager, Peter Kennedy.
The Committee is also working it’s way through the results of the recent member survey and
prioritising projects that will deliver on members expectations and aspirations. One small project
that is currently underway is a clean up and revamp of the buggy storage area underneath
the pro shop. We will soon be asking for volunteers to help with the initial clean up so if you have
some spare time and are able to help then be ready to answer the call. Remember that
volunteering can be very rewarding and a lot of fun.
On the golfing front it is pleasing to see the number of juniors attending the clinics being held on
Saturday mornings and the number of both members and non members who have enrolled for the
ladies golf clinics – Normal Clinic and Master Class - that are due to be held next month. This
certainly augurs well for the future of our club.
I would also like to welcome all of our new members and encourage everyone to make
them feel welcome and a part of our great club. The degree of camaraderie associated with being
a member of a golf club is one of those intangible benefits that goes a long way in making the
Vines ‘The best Course and Club in the South’.
Finally, for those members with an interest in the AFL I am sure it would not have gone unnoticed
that the Power had a minor hiccup against Geelong
but the positive is that they remain
top of the table. Out of deference to the many Crows supporters in our club I shall remain silent
on their performances so far this year.
Good Golfing to all

From the Manager’s Desk………………Peter Kennedy
The Club Committee of Management met Monday 27th July and some of the matters raised
and dealt with were:
• Rules regarding the eligibility and sale of Course Cans were discussed as there are some
members trying to take advantage. Members are also to be reminded that bringing alcohol
onto the site breaches the club’s liquor licence and can risk cancellation.
• The large amount of House Credit from membership renewals remaining unspent has been
raised, with the risk that some members may lose the portion from their last membership
renewal if not used by 30 September (this does not apply to top ups – they carry over)
• Issues with timesheet bookings to be further investigated by Captain and Golf Operations
Manager – the issues of late cancellations and block bookings have been identified as a
major problem and may compromise the club’s ability to offer 7-day memberships in future
• The Ladies Committee has been asked for input regarding the appearance of the Function
room
• The draft Constitution, which lapsed while dealing with Manager changes, Covid 19 and
other issues, is planned to be circulated in a revised draft in August, after which input from
members will be sought before presentation to the AGM.

•

•
•
•
•

The MiScore phone app will not be purchased by the club after the free usage period
expires, due to the significant cost compared to the low percentage of members using it.
Members will still be able to individually purchase the app privately and use it should they
choose.
Approval given to purchase a fairway mower, following an opportunity for a used good
condition unit well below the cost of a new mower
The practice range will be upgraded with new matting and netting, to allow the rear
concrete pad to be used safely. This is the first part of a long-term plan to improve the
practice facilities.
A new disabled access ramp has been installed with a financial contribution from
Onkaparinga Council through its Community Grants, which the club is very grateful for.
The lighting around the clubhouse and car park will be reviewed for improvement to
improve the safety of members and guests.

The next meeting will be on Monday 24th August.

No Alcohol is to be brought onto site
Members are reminded that no alcohol is to be brought onto the club premises without prior
arrangements being made with Management. The club has a responsibility under Responsible
Service of Alcohol regulations to monitor patrons who consume alcohol, and if any is brought onto
the site without permission this supervision is not possible. As a consequence the club’s Liquor
Licence can be in cancelled and/or a significant fine issued if an incident is reported. While there
will be those who think “one here or there won’t matter” the club is currently inspected at least
weekly for Covid19 compliance, so the chances of being uncovered doing the wrong thing are
greater than ever.

Course Cans Rules
The Committee of Management recently reviewed the course cans at their July meeting after it
was revealed that some members were taking advantage of the offering. As a result members are
reminded of the rules for Course Cans, which are:
• Only for Competition players on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays
• Morning players can buy them after their round
• Afternoon players can buy them before or during their round (not after)
• Your scorecard must be produced at purchase to confirm you are a competition player

Access Ramp
Members will have seen the recent construction of the new
permanent access ramp to the clubhouse at the double doors.
This has been made possible by a generous contribution from
the City of Onkaparinga through its grants program.
There is no truth to the rumour that it was done to allow the
President better access while he was on one leg recently.

From the Captain…………………….Mick Gibbie
Practice Range Upgrade
Your Committee of Management has recently approved the urgent upgrading of our practice
facilities. Coming soon:
• Artificial turf will be laid on both of our concrete slabs on the range.
• Netting will be put up to keep members safe from stray balls from the 3rd tee and to shield
players, using the forward area, from those using the rear slab.
• For those who didn’t know, we do have a second slab on the range, which is 15 metres
further back. It will allow longer clubs to be used. Of course, we still need people to stop
hitting balls into the dam, it is costing the club 1000’s of dollars every year!
• New netting will be erected in the warm up nets as well as new improved mats to hit off.
Also in the winds for the future is a rehab of the range turf and creation of target greens, and
hopefully the installation of a range ball dispenser near the warm up area.
Golf Etiquette – Bunker Care
I cannot believe that I am writing about this again!
Somehow, some members have forgotten about their obligations to everyone else when they go
into a bunker.
Last Saturday week I went into the front bunker on our 16th. To my horror there were 4 different
sets of unrepaired footsteps and divots. Frankly, it was a disgrace.
Please let us all make an effort to fix this problem. Smooth yours and any others you see.
Remind your playing partners if they forget.
This is not hard!
Monthly Medal Winner’s
• Well done to Michael Johnston, our August Monthly Medal winner. There were some
excellent scores and Michael needed a net 64 to take the top prize. Other top scores came
from Russell Cooper (67), Matt Anderson and Hans Larsen (68) and Rob Lohmeyer and Nick
Gericke (69).
• Peter Shaw used his obvious insider knowledge, as Vice President of Course, to win our
August MidWeek Medal, on a countback, with a terrific net 67. Bad luck to Robert O’Grady
and Dave Squire who also returned the same score.
Hugh Bell and Captain’s Trophies
With one round to play we have a ding dong battle for the Hughie Bell Trophy. Tony Nobbs
and Craig Rivett are tied on 225 (gross) and have a 5 shot lead over Mark Inglis on 230. Lurking
in the back ground though, is our three time club champ Alex Curtin on 233, as well as Gary
Merrick and Brendon Fisher, 2 further back on 235. Probably out of the first 3, but this is golf!
In the Captain’s Trophy Michael Johnston’s 64 net has rocketed him up the leaderboard, which
he shares with Vin Pike and Tony Nobbs on 213 net. There are another 5 players within 6 shots
who still have a chance to win the brand spanking new Captain’s Trophy! Good luck to all.
Coming events.
• Men’s Foursomes: Sunday 30th August. 36 holes Honour Board event. (Senior event as
well. Over 55). Line up your partners.
• Men’s Club Championships on Saturdays 24th, 31st October and 7th & 14th November.
• Mixed Foursomes Championship on Sundays 22nd & 29th November.

FROM COURSE SUB COMMITTEE…from Peter Shaw (Vice President, Course)
The weather over the past month has been particularly dry for this time of year with only 34mm
of rain and only 7mm for August to last Monday.
The fine weather has allowed us to get some significant work done to paths, drains and bunkers
throughout the course. Drainage work has been done to paths on 2, 9, 12, 14, 15 and 16.
Bitumate has been added to paths on 2, 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 17. Path entry points to
fairways have been upgraded on 7, 8, 11, 12, 15, and 16 in line with the Strategic Plan. The
garden near the 3rd tee path entry has been extended, also in line with the Strategic Plan. We
have also been adding extra sand to various bunkers and this work will continue while the
weather and budget allow.
Over the next 2 weeks the bare patches on the 2nd and 16th greens will be repaired with
grass from our own nursery. It is not expected that GUR will be required.
The drain area between the access road and the Practice Fairway will soon be filled with mulch
to allow for easier collection of range balls. The work will be carried out by ground staff supported
by volunteers and is scheduled to occur on Thursday 27th August, weather permitting. For safety
reasons the range will be closed between 9.00 and 11.00am on that day.
Poa annua control spraying of greens will be carried out over the next 2 weeks. Some
yellowing of the greens surface will be noticeable for a short period.
You may have noticed that 3 spotted gums have been planted next to the 17th tee block. This
is part of a long-term project to enable the trees under the power lines on the 2nd fairway to be
removed as they have been decimated by pruning over the years. These trees currently provide
some shelter to the 17th tee block. Hakeas or similar will be planted to fill the understory near the
new trees at a later date.
The Course Sub-Committee is looking for your feedback on any issue any time that relates
to the Course. Have a question, a suggestion or criticism, please write to
feedback@vinesgolfclub.com.au. Any correspondence will be treated confidentially.

Fill Any Divots You See
Please repair your pitch marks and divots plus any others you may see.
To those golfers who are hitting balls into the dam – please stop.

A Word from Commercial Activities Committee
…from Garry Merrick (VP Commercial Activities)
We are finally returning to some semblance of normality with our golfing calendar and this month
we are able to resume our Sponsor Days. These events are an important part of each sponsor’s
involvement with our club and give each and every one of us the opportunity to thank our
sponsors for their continued support. Due to restrictions imposed during the Covid-19 crisis we
have been unable to fully meet our commitments to sponsors, with the easing of these restrictions
we are now able to host these events and by scheduling more than the usual one a month will
hopefully catch up by year’s end.
Three Sponsor Days are scheduled in September and two in November and whilst this may
inconvenience some members, we ask you all to accept this minor disruption to normal procedures
as necessary to fulfil your club’s obligations to our valued sponsors.
We are pleased to welcome David Adlem to the Commercial Activities Committee. David
brings considerable experience to our committee and we are confident he will be a valued addition
to our group.
Another recent addition to our committee has been active; Joe Maiorana has recently brought
a new sponsor to our club and has two or three more in his sights. We will soon run out of
room for sponsor signs in the lounge, what a problem to have!
As always, please consider our sponsors and give them a call whenever you are in need of goods
or services that they provide and make sure they know you are a member of The Vines.
Thank you all for your consideration, see you on Sponsors Day.

New Sponsor

Peter and Carlene Vine have grown Glenelg Funerals’ to be one of the leading funeral service
providers in South Australia. We are a family owned business and we have been serving the local
community for a long time. Apart from serving the local community, we also serve the extended
community. We adhere to professional standards and uphold our values with empathy and
compassion for our grieving families. We firmly believe that your expectations are our expectations
and as a result, “we listen” when making the arrangements for the funeral of your loved one. We
have our funeral directors in Adelaide work closely with our families and understand their
requirements. They are also conscious of the need to build a relationship with our families. Hence,
it becomes easy for the funeral directors in Adelaide to understand the requirements of the
bereaved family and make those arrangements accordingly.
See https://glenelgfunerals.com.au/ for more details

New Sponsor

A WORD FROM THE GIRLS…from VP-Women’s Committee…Lyn Cummings
The Southern Shield commenced Monday 10th August with The Vines playing against the new
team in the competition, Willunga, at Thaxted Park losing 3/2. Match 2 was squared against
Thaxted Park. Match 3 against Flagstaff Hill saw the girls have a great 4/1 win. The last match for
The Vines players was played on Monday 17th August against Blackwood and saw the team have
another very impressive win 4/1.
Unfortunately they won’t win the shield with the last match for others to be played at The Vines
next Monday.
The Nomads team have played one match against Blackwood at Blackwood and with some new
players playing their first match play game. They unfortunately lost 3/2 but with a return match
later in August could see the score reversed.
The August Monthly medals were won by Jenny Hirst A Grade Nett 75, Jan Windows B Grade
Nett 68 and Raelene Cook on c/b from Margaret Carruthers Nett 69. Well done to all especially
Margaret who will be celebrating her 90th birthday on the 23rd August.
The Shylie Rymill which is a Golf SA event was convincingly won by Pam Baverstock and Mary
O’Hagan with a Nett 66 ½. The top 8 qualifiers go on to play match play in the Turnbull Salver.
To all ladies – The Golf Shop will be running fortnightly clinics for Beginners to Experts
commencing Thursday 3rd September 9.30 – 10.30 am and Master Class clinics on Tuesday’s
from 8th September 2.00 – 3.00pm. Bookings via the website.
The foursomes are coming up during the week commencing September 14th so get your entry
in.
Take part in one of the clinics and who knows you could be a winner!

Make sure you cancel

your golf booking as soon as

possible after becoming aware that you are not able to play on the
day or at the time of an existing booking.

RULE of the month…explanation

…from John Ward

THERE IS A LOT AT STAKE

Do we all know what the coloured stakes on the course indicate and what action we may
have to take if we find our ball is inside an area surrounded by coloured stakes?
Well, all we need to do is refer to the Local Rules on the back of the Score Card we always
carry with us while we are playing out on the course.
Just to refresh our memories here they are:Coloured Stakes:
Red- Indicate Penalty Areas
White- Indicate Ground Under Repair
Green- Indicate No Play Zone
Red and Green- Indicate No Play Zone Penalty Areas
Rule 17 Penalty Areas, (Red Stakes) addresses all the options that are available to us if our
ball is in a Penalty Area. (It is suggested that you refer to pages 104 to 110, (including the
coloured diagrams) in the Rule Book. Remember that a Red and Green staked area means
that we MUST play our ball (and take our stance) from outside of the Penalty Area.
ONE PENALTY STROKE APPLIES
Ground Under Repair, (White Stakes) refer to page139, of the Rule Book, the Definition for
G.U.R. determines what action we may take if our ball is in an area marked with White
Stakes. We may take free relief from Ground under Repair.
NO PENALTY STROKES APPLY
Rule 2.4 No Play Zones, (Green Stakes), refer to pages 21(Rule 2.4), 99(Rule 16.1), and107
(Rule 17.1e), states that we are NOT allowed to play our ball from a No Play Zone.
NO PENALTY STROKES APPLY
Rule 17.1e No Play Zone in a Penalty Area,(Red and Green Stakes) see page 107 where it
states that Relief MUST be taken from interference by a No Play Zone in a Penalty area.
ONE PENALTY STROKE APPLIES
Penalty for breach of Local Rule: Is the General Penalty:
Stroke Play - 2 strokes,
Match Play - Loss of Hole

LEW

HAS DROPPED THE BALL AGAIN

After checking the distances from the tee on the 14th hole Lew took out his trusty rescue
club, teed up, took up his usual stance, had a couple of practice swings, addressed the ball
and promptly topped his ball into the No Play Zone Penalty Area (Red and Green Stakes)
between the tee and the green. (We have all done it.)
“I know I can’t play from the No Play Zone Penalty Area but I can see where my ball is” he
informed his usual playing mate Dowski, “I can see it from here. All I need to do is go and
get it and drop it out on the path along side of the Penalty Area.”

(keep reading…don’t stop now)

“No you don’t” declared Dowski, “you can’t take lateral relief from where your ball lies,
you must take the proper relief from the estimated point your ball last crossed the edge of
the Red Penalty Area (the reference point).
However, you may drop your ball within one club length from the reference point (the relief
area), or you may go back as far as you like, or back to the teeing area (and tee your ball
up) and play your ball using any of those options.”
Lew dropped his ball on the tee, keeping the point of entry in line with flag on the green
then neatly clipped the ball onto the green and two putted for five.
Dowski told Lew, “If you had played your ball from the path or alongside of the
path, you would have played your ball from the Wrong Place and incurred the
General Penalty (two stroke penalty). So you also need to be aware of the proper
relief option so that the score you enter on your card is correct and you don’t win a trophy
credit unfairly.”
Players please note;
Some players have been seen wrongly taking lateral relief from the No Play Zone Penalty
Area in front of the 14th tee after their ball was hit into that area. If players take the
incorrect relief and play their ball from the wrong place and subsequently submit an
incorrect scorecard they can be disqualified.

Please ensure you are aware of the rules and adhere to the Rules of Golf.

CHIP & CHAT…
from George Manik
“ I took it last Wednesday after the
comp…as we were enjoying chips from the
kitchen, a resident dropped in on the table
for a chip & chat.”

NEW APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
If you see or meet any of our new members then please
introduce yourself and make them feel welcome.
Anthony Edwards
Don Dixon
Frederik Botha
Geoff Smith

New members for July
Mathew Muldoon
Paul Ovens
Peter Goldberg

Robert Portlock
Tim Fitzgerald
Tony Browne

PLEASE HELP…

WITH THE MAINTENANCE OF YOUR GOLF COURSE

Recently there has been a noticeable increase in “rubbish” left on our golf course and around the
Clubhouse.
You can help by depositing “rubbish” in the bins provided.
Examples…
•

Cigarette butts are often dropped on turf or thrown into our garden beds. Please
extinguish and dispose of responsibly…in a bin or the trays provided.

•

Broken tees are often left where they fall on turfed areas or are thrown away in
nearby areas (garden beds etc).

•

Lolly wrappers and bottle caps are often left where they fall or thrown
away.

•

Banana skins and orange/mandarin peel take ages to break down.
Please put in a bin. Often tossed into nearby plantings, these skins are ugly, and are
generally not liked by our wildlife critters.

Please help by dropping these items and other rubbish in bins.

JUNIOR TRAVELS TO USA

Recently, while in the USA, Club junior Boston Price shot a 73 to qualify for the Golf Association of

Michigan Boys Junior State Amateur…Division: 15 & Under Division.

Unfortunately Boston then shot a 79 to miss the matchplay rounds by just one stroke.

From Bernie………………………………………………

My wife said I needed to be more in touch with my
feminine side, so I crashed the car, burnt the dinner
and ignored her all day for no reason.

Club Sponsors……………

Club Sponsors……………
Happy Valley

Pump Technology Services

Hub Shopping Centre

Southern Vales

Strazdins Painting
& Decorating

